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The Magic Paintbrush
We have spent decades optimising our waking hours,
but what about the precious hours after we doze off
(or try to)? The Magic of Sleep tells you everything
you've ever wanted to know about sleep but were too
tired to ask. As the most active time for our brains
and the most important element to a calmer, happier
life, sleep has become the topic of our times. Drawing
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on the success of Calm, the #1 app for sleep,
meditation and relaxation, Michael Acton Smith writes
the ultimate guide to good sleep. Beautifully
illustrated and packed with fascinating facts and
anecdotes, this book contains life-changing tips. At
once a bedside companion and a sleeping aide, The
Magic of Sleep will be your solution to a better
sleeping life, improving each of your waking hours. Reduce your sleepless nights by finding the perfect
soundtrack for dozing off - Learn the new science of
sleep, including how to create ideas while you're
asleep - Discover the best recipes for home-made
drinks that will make you drowsy - Get to know your
subconscious by starting a sleep journal and exploring
lucid dreaming It's time to optimize sleep.

Tye May and the Magic Brush
Three trials stand between Lera and exile. Unless the
training kills her first. Quint magic has never chosen a
human before, and the Elders Council is convinced
Lera is a mistake. When the quint refuses to be
cleaved apart, the enraged elders give them a choice:
exile from Lunos or demotion to the lowest of
trainees. Subject again to the humiliations and deadly
trials they endured centuries ago, the males now face
a new challenge--training Lera to survive. River,
Shade, Coal, and Tye will do whatever it takes to keep
Lera safe. But Lera will do whatever she must to keep
them together--even if it means putting herself in
mortal danger. MISTAKE OF MAGIC is a full-length
reverse-harem fantasy novel, sequel to the Amazon
bestseller, POWER OF FIVE.
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Culturally Diverse Library Collections for
Children
An annotated list of biographies, folklore, fiction, and
reference books that deal with Native Americans,
Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, and African
Americans.

A Dangerous Magic
Common Ground
Novel-Ties study guides contain reproducible pages in
a chapter by chapter format to accompany a work of
literature of the same title.

El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
Some of My Best Friends are Books
The Hero and the Crown
Full of magic and appealing characters, this classic
novel takes readers on a remarkable adventure. It's
Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend,
Patrick, is a little plastic Indian toy. Trying to hide his
disappointment, Omri puts the Indian in a metal
cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious
skeleton key that once belonged to his greatPage 3/19
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grandmother. Little does Omri know that by turning
the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic Indian
into a real live man from an altogether different time
and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear
could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge
a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep
Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his
precious Indian from him?

The Indian in the Cupboard
From #1 New York Times bestselling authors
Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu comes the second
book in the Eldest Curses series and a thrilling new
adventure for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec
Lightwood, for whom a death-defying mission into the
heart of evil is not just a job, it’s also a romantic
getaway. The Lost Book of the White is a
Shadowhunters novel. Life is good for Magnus Bane
and Alec Lightwood. They’re living together in a
fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max, has started
learning to walk, and the streets of New York are
peaceful and quiet—as peaceful and quiet as they
ever are, anyway. Until the night that two old
acquaintances break into Magnus’s apartment and
steal the powerful Book of the White. Now Magnus
and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back.
They need to follow the thieves to Shanghai, they
need to call some backup to accompany them, and
they need a babysitter. Also, someone has stabbed
Magnus with a strange magical weapon and the
wound is glowing, so they have that to worry about
too. Fortunately, their backup consists of Clary, Jace,
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Isabelle, and newly minted Shadowhunter Simon. In
Shanghai, they learn that a much darker threat awaits
them. Magnus’s magic is growing unstable, and if
they can’t stop the demons flooding into the city, they
might have to follow them all the way back to the
source—the realm of the dead. Can they stop the
threat to the world? Will they make it back home
before their kid completely wears out Alec’s mom?

The Secret
Becoming Illustrious
A bibliography that suggests books for beginner
readers is accompanied by subject, title, illustrator,
readability level, and series indexes

Connecting Cultures
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.

Beyond Picture Books
The Magic Paintbrush
Abrand-new series of interactive novels for the highly
adventurous. Read if you dare! Mistakes will cost you
dearly! YOU CHOOSESupreme ruler of the world or
misfortune for life! You are an ordinary kid or so you
think. Strange things start to happen. You make a
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rabbit appear from underneath your teacher's hat.
Then you dream about a mystical diamond and a
mysterious old woman with long white hair It turns
out you have magical powers. Do you try to keep your
talents hidden or do you go off to Magic School?

Literacy
Steve can hardly believe it. With his new paintbrush,
whatever he paints becomes real. Now he,
Grandfather, and Uncle Fong can wish for anything
they want. Uncle Fong uses the paintbrush to return
to China, to the village of his childhood, and
Grandfather wants to visit the Lady on the Moon.
Steve wonders if the paintbrush can bring his parents
back. But they all soon realize the paintbrush might
have its own agenda. .

The Girl, the Bear and the Magic Shoes
An annotated bibliography to multicultural juvenile
titles

The Elementary School Library
Collection, Phases 1-2-3
Bridging the genres of romance and fantasy, a
collection of original stories by established storytellers
includes a modern version of an ancient Celtic love
affair and the story of a guardian angel who becomes
too involved in a mortals' romance. Original.

You Choose 2: Mayhem at Magic School
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"Oh is Sophie ever angry now!" Everybody gets angry
sometimes. For children, anger can be very upsetting.
Parents, teachers, and children can talk about it.
People do lots of different things when they get angry.
In this Caldecott-honor book, kids will see what Sophie
does when she gets angry. What do you do?

Great Books for Boys
The Girl Who Drank the Moon (Winner of
the 2017 Newbery Medal)
Imagines a village in which there are too many people
consuming shared resources and discusses the
challenge of handling our world's environment safely.

Great Books for Girls
A micro-preemie fights for survival in this
extraordinary and gorgeously told memoir by her
parents, both award-winning journalists. Juniper
French was born four months early, at 23 weeks'
gestation. She weighed 1 pound, 4 ounces, and her
twiggy body was the length of a Barbie doll. Her head
was smaller than a tennis ball, her skin was nearly
translucent, and through her chest you could see her
flickering heart. Babies like Juniper, born at the edge
of viability, trigger the question: Which is the greater
act of love -- to save her, or to let her go? Kelley and
Thomas French chose to fight for Juniper's life, and
this is their incredible tale. In one exquisite memoir,
the authors explore the border between what is
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possible and what is right. They marvel at the science
that conceived and sustained their daughter and the
love that made the difference. They probe the bond
between a mother and a baby, between a husband
and a wife. They trace the journey of their family from
its fragile beginning to the miraculous survival of their
now thriving daughter.

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Now appearing in its fifth edition, this reading
methods text focuses on a contemporary, active
learning approach for teaching literacy. Its 11
chapters and teacher resource handbook help
teachers develop balanced literacy programmes using
both direct and indirect instruction. One of the text's
hallmark features is its complete presentation of
authentic children's stories, accompanied by sample
lesson plans that guide teachers in developing their
own lessons. Highlights of this fifth edition include: New! A new full-colour design and re-designed
literacy lessons - New! Chapter 1, Focus on Literacy
Learning, emphasises the stages of literacy
development, the role of standards, how diversity
impacts literacy learning, and the place of technology
in literacy development. - New! Chapter 10,
Developing a Management System for the Balanced
Literacy Classroom, presents procedures for
developing student routines. - New! The text now
explores how instructors can meet the needs of
English language learners in diverse classrooms. New!To The Student: Reading This Text is an
introduction that explains what students should do
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before reading, while reading, and after reading each
chapter so they get the most out of the text material.
- New! The Literacy: Helping Children Construct
Meaning web site provides additional resources for
extended instructor and student support.

Merlin's Magic
When Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really
Angry
Intended for public and school librarians, teachers and
other school personnel, and community groups
working with children to promote an interest in
reading, this book contains planning suggestions and
activities for developing a reading program around
the theme of Merlin the magician and Arthurian
legend. The first portion of the book focuses on
planning and organizing the thematic program and
includes guidelines for defining the theme, publicizing
the program, and creating decorations for the theme.
The major portion of the book discusses various
aspects of the theme and describes actual reading
related activities for use with children. The separate
chapters discuss Merlin and Arthur, the Middle Ages,
castles, dragons and other mythical creatures, and
magic tricks and potions. At the end of each chapter
is an extensive annotated bibliography of books, with
the appropriate grade range given for each. The book
concludes with a list of additional resources, including
films and sound recordings. (HTH)
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Enchanted Ivy
Vowing to return to his father--the city storyteller--his
lost gift of speech, Haroun begins a quest that
introduces him to a mad bus driver, the Shadow
Warriors, and the land of darkness.

Mistake of Magic
The Literature Experience: . Journal
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller
This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a
companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the
New York Times bestselling and National Book Award
finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of
Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a
ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her
father regales her with old folktales of the Jade
Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these
stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to
find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can
change her family's fortune. She encounters an
assorted cast of characters and magical creatures
along the way, including a dragon who accompanies
her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin,
author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the
Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith,
and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese
folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a
timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and
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Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her
beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany
the text throughout. Once again, she has created a
charming, engaging book for young readers.

Tye May and the Magic Brush
Winner of the 2017 Newbery Award The New York
Times Bestseller An Entertainment Weekly Best
Middle Grade Book of 2016 A New York Public Library
Best Book of 2016 A Chicago Public Library Best Book
of 2016 An Amazon Top 20 Best Book of 2016 A
Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2016 A School Library
Journal Best Book of 2016 Named to Kirkus Reviews’
Best Books of 2016 2017 Booklist Youth Editors’
Choice Every year, the people of the Protectorate
leave a baby as an offering to the witch who lives in
the forest. They hope this sacrifice will keep her from
terrorizing their town. But the witch in the Forest,
Xan, is kind. She shares her home with a wise Swamp
Monster and a Perfectly Tiny Dragon. Xan rescues the
children and delivers them to welcoming families on
the other side of the forest, nourishing the babies with
starlight on the journey. One year, Xan accidentally
feeds a baby moonlight instead of starlight, filling the
ordinary child with extraordinary magic. Xan decides
she must raise this girl, whom she calls Luna, as her
own. As Luna’s thirteenth birthday approaches, her
magic begins to emerge--with dangerous
consequences. Meanwhile, a young man from the
Protectorate is determined to free his people by killing
the witch. Deadly birds with uncertain intentions flock
nearby. A volcano, quiet for centuries, rumbles just
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beneath the earth’s surface. And the woman with the
Tiger’s heart is on the prowl . . .

Let's Hear It for the Girls
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that
changed lives in profound ways, now with a new
foreword and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking
feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the
universe—The Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda
Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide
bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret have been
found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions
and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the
first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together
in an incredible revelation that will be lifetransforming for all who experience it. In this book,
you’ll learn how to use The Secret in every aspect of
your life—money, health, relationships, happiness,
and in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll
begin to understand the hidden, untapped power
that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to
every aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom
from modern-day teachers—men and women who
have used it to achieve health, wealth, and
happiness. By applying the knowledge of The Secret,
they bring to light compelling stories of eradicating
disease, acquiring massive wealth, overcoming
obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as
impossible.

The Literature experience
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Have you ever known someone who expects the best
of every situation and always seems to get it? That,
according to author Claude Bristol, is the magic of
believing. This self‐help classic illustrates the timeless
nature of Bristol’s insights by bringing them to life
through 52 modern case studies. Millions have
benefited from these visualization techniques, which
show how to turn your thoughts and dreams into
effective actions that can lead to enhanced income,
happier relationships, increased effectiveness,
heightened influence and improved peace of mind.

Trace of Magic
An action-packed magical adventure about a little girl
and her extraordinary new shoes from the bestselling
creators of What the Ladybird Heard. Now available in
board book.When Josephine leaves the shoe shop
after buying some new running shoes, she hears an
unusual sound - Click-click! Click-click! A bear with a
backpack is following her! Luckily for Josephine, her
new shoes are anything but ordinary - these are
magic shoes. But can they help her escape the bear
when there's a mountain, a bog and even a lake in
her way?The Girl, the Bear and the Magic Shoes is an
exciting adventure from the stellar picture-book
partnership of Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks. Full
of action and imagination, and with a delightfully
unexpected ending, this gorgeously glittery book is
one to enjoy over and over again.

Spelling for Writing
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What Lily Carter wants most in the world is to attend
Princeton University just like her grandfather. When
she finally visits the campus, Grandpa surprises her:
She has been selected to take the top-secret Legacy
Test. Passing means automatic acceptance to
Princeton. Sweet! Lily's test is to find the Ivy Key. But
what is she looking for? Where does she start? As she
searches, Lily is joined by Tye, a cute college boy with
orange and black hair who says he's her guard. That's
weird. But things get seriously strange when a
gargoyle talks to her. He tells her that there are two
Princetons—the ordinary one and a magical one—and
the Key opens the gate between them. But there are
more secrets that surround Lily. Worse secrets. When
Lily enters the magical Princeton, she uncovers old
betrayals and new dangers, and a chance at her
dream becomes a fight for her life. Soon Lily is caught
in a power struggle between two worlds, with her
family at its center. In a place where Knights slay
monsters, boys are were-tigers, and dragons might be
out for blood, Lily will need all of her ingenuity and
courage—and a little magic—to unite the worlds and
unlock the secrets of her past and her future.

The Lost Book of the White
4 1⁄2 Stars TOP PICK --RT Magazine "Best book of the
year!" --Faith Hunter, New York Times Bestselling
Author of the Jane Yellowrock series Even the most
powerful tracers can't track you if the magical trace
you leave behind is too old. But I can track almost
anything, even dead trace. That makes me a unicorn,
the Tooth Fairy, the Easter Bunny, and the Loch Ness
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Monster all rolled into one. In a word, I am unique. A
very special snowflake. And if anyone ever finds out,
I'll be dead or a slave to one of the Tyet criminal
factions. Riley Hollis has quietly traced kidnapped
children and quietly tipped the cops to their
whereabouts one too many times. Now she's on the
radar of Detective Clay Price, a cop in the pocket of a
powerful magic Tyet faction. When he blackmails her
into doing a dangerous trace for him, Riley will have
to break every rule that keeps her safe. Or become a
Tyet pawn in a deadly, magical war. "Diana Pharaoh
Francis has crafted a winning paranormal mystery
that mixes sizzling sex, magic, and a decades old
search for artifacts that could change their world."
--Jeanne Stein, Bestselling Author of The Anna Strong
Chronicles "Trace of Magic caught me up fast and
pulled me in tight for a fun, action-and-sass adventure
full of deadly magic and dangerous romance. Diana
Pharaoh Francis delivers a downright terrific read."
--Devon Monk, nationally Bestselling Author of Hell
Bent

Haroun and the Sea of Stories
"The author of Great Books for Girls again draws on
her experience as a librarian. Like the companion
volume, her new roundup includes picture books as
well as books for middle graders and older readers,
approximately to age 14. Odean's annotations are, as
before, a clearly written combination of content and
commentary, with basic imprint information (though
no ISBNs) and suggested age level provided for each
book. She has retained some titles from the previous
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book, but many are different. The organization is also
slightly different here, and the table of contents has
been expanded for easier use."--Booklist.

The Unwanteds
"Bravo! They've given adults and young girls a muchneeded treasure map of heroines and 'she-roes'It
blazes an important path in the forest of children's
literature."—Jim Trelease.

The Magic of Believing
An outcast princess must earn her birthright as a hero
of the realm—in this “utterly engrossing” Newbery
Medal–winning fantasy (The New York Times). Aerin is
an outcast in her own father’s court, daughter of the
foreign woman who, it was rumored, was a witch, and
enchanted the king to marry her. She makes friends
with her father’s lame, retired warhorse, Talat, and
discovers an old, overlooked, and dangerously
imprecise recipe for dragon-fire-proof ointment in a
dusty corner of her father’s library. Two years, many
canter circles to the left to strengthen Talat’s weak
leg, and many burnt twigs (and a few fingers) secretly
experimenting with the ointment recipe later, Aerin is
present when someone comes from an outlying
village to report a marauding dragon to the king.
Aerin slips off alone to fetch her horse, her sword, and
her fireproof ointment . . . But modern dragons, while
formidable opponents fully capable of killing a human
being, are small and accounted vermin. There is no
honor in killing dragons. The great dragons are a tale
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out of ancient history. That is, until the day that the
king is riding out at the head of an army. A weary
man on an exhausted horse staggers into the
courtyard where the king’s troop is assembled: “The
Black Dragon has come . . . Maur, who has not been
seen for generations, the last of the great dragons,
great as a mountain. Maur has awakened.”

THE MAGIC
Presents an annotated bibliography of picture books,
novels, biographies, and folktales that feature
heroines who appeal to girls.

Juniper
In a dream a poor orphan is given a brush that brings
to life everything she paints.

The Magic of Sleep
In a society that purges thirteen-year-olds who are
creative, identical twins Aaron and Alex are
separated, one to attend University while the other,
supposedly Eliminated, finds himself in a wondrous
place where youths hone their abilities and learn
magic.

Literacy
With her magic paintbrush, Shen can paint steaming
pots full of fish and oysters to feed the hungry people
in her village, but when the evil emperor hears of her
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gift he commands Shen to paint gold for him instead.
She is determined to keep her promise to paint only
for the poor, but how can she match the emperor's
mighty power? Julia Donaldson's brilliant verse
combines with beautiful illustrations to bring vibrant
life to a traditional tale of how a little girl's integrity
can withstand the corruption of power and greed.
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